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Fifth Grade 2019-2020 
The First 10 Days of Math Class:  

Launching an Effective Math Learning Environment 

Welcome to the First 10 Days of Math! 
A First 10 days of Math have been created to support the goals: 

• Show understanding of mathematical concepts using multiple representations

• Engage in mathematical discourse and academic writing using mathematical

evidence to justify their thinking

• Persevere at points of difficulty, challenge, or error

The purpose of the First 10 Days: 

• To establish “Growth Mindset” and create a positive math culture in the classroom

• Set up routines and expectations for the entire year

o Introduce students to non-verbal signals and “Math Talk” moves

How to achieve success in the First 10 Days: 
• Read and implement the “First 10 Days of Math Class” document
• Refer to the math website for additional information, support,

and resources
• Use your school/district teacher as a resource

Special Note: After the “First 10 Days” teachers will continue using Math Routines along with 
the Guide to Plan for Success and the Success Criteria for 5th grade located on our website. 
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Fifth Grade 
Teacher Support 

Pages 

Adapted from Grades 3--5: First 10 Days of School Los Angeles Unified, Carroll County, MD,  
San Diego City Schools Mathematics Routine Bank, and NLMUSD First 10 Days of Math Class 
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Teacher Support Information 
The purpose of the First 10 Days of Math Class are to establish math routines and 

expectations that will prepare students for the demands of the Math classroom and to 
support the goals of Sarasota County.  The lessons in this document help to set the stage for 
productive math discourse and ideas for creating a classroom where respect and equal 
access to participation are valued norms (Class Discussions 2009). In addition, ideas and 
resources are provided for developing a growth mindset culture in the math classroom. Jo 
Boaler in Mathematical Mindsets, states, “Students with a fixed mindset are more likely to 
give up easily, whereas students with a growth mindset are persistent and keep going when 
work is hard.” Lastly, examples of daily math routines are provided to build meaningful 
practice with computational fluency and number sense. These are opportunities for the class 
to come together to share their math thinking and develop efficient, flexible, and accurate 
computation strategies that build upon the key foundational ideas of math such as 
composition and decomposition of numbers, our base ten system, and the application of 
properties of operations.  

Establishing the Daily Math Routine 
What is a routine?  
A routine is a whole-class structured activity that gives students the opportunity to develop 
over time, any or all of the following:  

● Sense of the relative size and value of very large and very small numbers
● Operational sense
● Fluency (efficiency, accuracy, and flexibility)
● Good intuition about numbers and their relationships
● Reasoning
● Problem solving
● Mental math
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Why have a math routine?  
Mathematical routines are purposefully structured activities that help children develop 

computational and procedural fluency, as well as reasoning and problem-solving skills, 

through meaningful practice. Initially, the routine may take a little longer, because the goal 

is to establish the classroom norms in its process and discourse. Once these norms are in 

place, the focus shifts from the process to the content. (Degarcia, p. 221 ) 

Routines provide valuable time for practice that develops fluency. 

What is fluency? 
Fluency includes three ideas: efficiency, accuracy, and flexibility. 

• Efficiency implies that the student does not get bogged down in too many steps or
lose track of the logic of the strategy. An efficient strategy is one that the student can
carry out easily. What is efficient for one student may not be efficient for another
student. What is efficient for the teacher may not be efficient for all students.
• Accuracy depends on several aspects of the problem-solving process, among them
careful recording, knowledge of number facts and relationships and double-checking
results.
• Flexibility requires knowledge of more than one way to solve a particular kind of
problem. Students need to be flexible in order to choose an appropriate strategy for
the problem at hand. Students also need to be able to use one method to solve a
problem and another method to double-check the results.

 Fluency rests on a well-built mathematical foundation with three parts: 
• An understanding of the meaning of the operations and their relationships to each
other.
• The knowledge of a large repertoire of number relationships.
• A thorough understanding of the base-ten number system, how numbers are
structured in this system, and how the place value system of numbers behaves in
different operations.
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On-going routines allow students the opportunity to develop mathematical fluency. 

Number Talks   
“When a teacher asks me “How do I develop number sense?” my answer is short: 

Number Talks. As well as teaching students the math facts that they need to know, Number 
Talks teach students to understand the numerical relationships that are so critical to 
understanding mathematics. They also help teachers create classrooms in which students 
feel encouraged to share their thinking, and teachers become skilled at listening to their 
students’ thinking. These are some of the most important goals for any mathematics 
classroom.” - Jo Boaler, author of “Mathematical Mindsets” 2009 Making Number Talks 
Matter by Cathy Humphreys and Ruth Parker 2015 

Number Talks are the suggested math routine to establishing a math routine that is flexible 
and can be adapted to a wide range of tasks and is essential for efficient mathematics 
teaching.  

Number Talks are 
• Daily, 5-15 minutes
• Mental math problems posed
• Students are given think time and indicate a solution and multiple strategies
• Students share solutions and explain their thinking
• Encourages students to communicate about math
• The teacher acts as a facilitator and his/her primary function is to question students

and record thinking.

The key components of successful Number Talks are: 
● A safe and accepting classroom environment and mathematical community (See

Appendix for “Establishing a Positive Math Environment with Growth Mindset”
● Classroom discussions

■ Teacher provides the problem.
■ Teacher provides students opportunity to solve problem mentally.
■ Students show a visual cue when they are ready with a solution. Students

signal if they have solved it in more than one way too. (Quiet form of
acknowledgement allows time for students to think, while the process
continues to challenge those that are already have an answer. (See
Appendix for chart ideas)

■ Teacher calls for answers. S/he collects all answers- correct and incorrect- 
and records answers.

■ Students share strategies and justifications with peers.
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Establishing Talk Moves for Mathematical Discussions 

Math Talk Moves 

In order to orchestrate productive discussions in the classroom, teachers need a set of moves 
that will help them lead whole- class discussions in which students share their thinking with 
one another in respectful and academically productive ways. Although there are many 
moves that teachers can use to lead productive classroom discussions, this document will 
only focus on six: (1) revoicing (2) asking students to restate someone else’s reasoning, (3) 
asking students to apply their own reasoning to someone else’s reasoning, (4) prompting 
students for further participation, and (5) using wait time and (6) Turn and Talks. “Classroom 
Discussions: Using Math Talk to Help Students Learn” Chapin,O’Connor, Anderson 2009 

Revoicing “So you are saying_____?” 

Repeating “Can you repeat or rephrase what_____just said?” 

Reasoning “Do you agree or disagree and why?” 

Adding On “Would someone like to add on?” 

*Waiting Time “When you have a strategy put your fist close to 
your heart, and allow a some time for others to 
think.” 

*Turn and Talk May be used during a Number Talk to encourage 
participation 
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The goals of the classroom conversations are to provide opportunities for students to (Smith, 
2011):  

○ Share ideas and clarify misunderstandings
○ Develop convincing arguments regarding why and how things work
○ Develop a language for expressing mathematical ideas
○ Learn to see things from other people’s perspective

What is the Difference between Number Talk & Math Talk? 

Number Talk 
● Daily Routine, 5-15 minute
● Mental math problems posed
● Students are given think time and

indicate a solution and multiple
strategies

● Students share solutions and explain
their thinking

● Encourages students to communicate
about math

● The teacher acts as a facilitator and
his/her primary function is to question
students and record thinking.

Math Talk  
● Embedded in daily lessons
● Exchange of mathematical ideas and

problem solving strategies
● Students share solutions and explain

their thinking in a variety of structures
● Encourages students to communicate

about math; using concrete, pictorial,
and abstract models

● The teacher acts as a guide and
encourages students to explain,
question, and justify

Establishing a Positive Math Environment with Growth Mindset 
Cultivating a growth mindset during the first ten days of school will help to  establish a 

positive and safe math environment. Jo Boaler in the book Mathematical Mindsets states, 
“We will be begin to help students understand that no matter where they consider 
themselves to be in terms of intellect and skill, with hard work, and perseverance they will 
continue to develop as mathematicians.”  

“People with a growth mindset are those who believe that smartness increases with 
hard work, whereas those with a fixed mindset believe that you can learn things but you 
can’t change your basic level of intelligence. Mindsets are critically important because they 
lead to different learning behaviors, which in turn create different learning outcomes. When 
people change their mindsets and start to believe that they can learn at high levels, they 
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change their learning pathways (Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck, 2007) and achieve at 
higher levels. Students with a fixed mindset are more likely to give up easily, whereas students 
with a growth mindset are persistent and keep going even when work is hard.” Jo Boaler, 
Mathematical Mindsets 

Setting Up Positive Norms in Math Class by Jo Boaler 

1. Everyone can learn math to the highest levels

2. Mistakes are valuable

3. Questions are really important

4. Math is about creativity and making sense

5. Math is about connections and communicating

6. Depth is more important than speed

7. Math class is about learning not performing



Fifth Grade 
First 10 Days of 

Math Lesson 
Plans
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Daily Lesson Plans 
Day 1 Objectives: Introduce Growth Mindset. Introduce/Facilitate Math Routine: Quick Image and Number 
Talk non-verbal signals. Introduce Math Talk Move: Revoicing. 

Growth Mindset Mini-lesson:  Fixed vs. Growth Mindset 
1. Watch video: What is growth mindset?  https://youtu.be/-_oqghnxBmY

2. Create a Growth vs.Fixed Mindset Poster to refer to throughout the year.
Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset 

I’m not good at this 
I’m awesome at this 
I give up 
It’s good enough 
I just don’t have a math brain and never will 

What am I missing? 
I’m on the right track 
I’ll use some of the strategies I’ve learned 
Is this really my  best work? 
I’m going to train my brain for math 

3. Discuss Growth vs.Fixed Mindset Poster
a. Brainstorm situations and identify the mindset.
b. We can have a fixed mindset in one area and growth mindset in another.
c. Our beliefs influence our behaviors.
d. Goal is a Growth Mindset!

Math Routine: Quick Image, Revoicing 
1. Tell students they are going to be doing Math Routines throughout the entire year.

a. Thinking in their head.
b. Sharing their answers.

2. Introduce non-verbal signals (See Appendix for hand signal chart ideas).
3. Follow the Math Routine basic format:

a. Present the problem, or in this case, image.
b. Give students time to figure out the answer and use the non-verbal signals.
c. Call on class to choral share answers and then pair-share their thinking.
d. Call on individual students to share, while you record their thinking on whiteboard or chart.
e. Encourage students to use non-verbal signals to agree or disagree.
f. Focus on Revoicing as students justify, clarify, and revise answers/strategies.
g. Repeat steps for each problem or image.

4. Thank the students for their participation.

Daily Routine: The First 100 Days-Decimals and Fractions
Click here to access the  link and get folders prepped for each student with the materials mentioned. 
Teachers may chose to have students color and label the decimal/fraction of the day as morning work, or to start off the math 
block. Note: Make sure to change up the questioning and activities you do with the documents so that you maximize the potential 
across the year.  
Use the flipchart to keep track of the decimal/fraction of the day and to make it interactive. 

http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/The-first-100-day-decimal-routine-1.pdf
http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/100-day-count.flipchart
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Math Routine: 
Quick Image Number Talk 

Anticipated Strategies Talk Moves Questions to elicit discourse 

See attached images 
labeled “Day 1” on 
page 21

“They ate the same amount. I 
know this because two-fourths 
is the same as one half.”  

Talk Move: Revoicing 
Model and practice repeating 
all or part of exactly what a 
student has said during 
sharing. 
Prompts: 
● “What I heard you say
was....” 
● “You said...”

How did you solve it? 

Who saw it a different way? 

Who can revoice what ___ 
said? 

Who has a questions for ___? 

Day 2 Objectives: Introduce “Norms for Establishing a Growth Mindset”. Review non-verbal signals. 
Facilitate Math Routine: Quick Image Number Talk. Review Math Talk Move: Revoicing. 

Growth Mindset Mini-Lesson:  Introduce Establishing Positive Norms for Math Class (Jo Boaler) 
1. Create a chart titled “Our Math Class Norms”.
2. Add the new norm to your chart: Everyone can learn math to the highest levels.
3. Watch the video “Everyone Can Learn!” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JC82Il2cjqA
4. Discuss the norm:

a. Encourage students to believe in themselves.
b. There is no such thing as a “math” person.
c. Everyone can reach the highest levels they want to, with hard work.

5. Generate with students a T-chart of things they have learned and a prerequisite skill they needed in
order to learn it. (Brock & Hundley The Growth Mindset Coach 2016)

       Sample Chart: I Learned this... But first I learned... 

How to read chapter books 

How to make a cake 

How to multiply double digits  

The sounds of the letters and how to 
make words 

How to crack eggs without getting 
the shells in the batter 

How to add using repeated addition 
and then multiple single digits 

Math Routine: Quick Image, Revoicing 
1. Review non-verbal signals.
2. Follow the Math Routine basic format:

a. Present the image.
b. Give students time to figure out the answer and use the non-verbal signals.
c. Call on class to choral share answers and then pair-share their thinking.
d. Call on individual students to share, while you record their thinking on whiteboard or chart.

Daily Routine: The First 100 Days-Decimals and Fractions       
Use the flipchart to keep track of the decimal/fraction of the day and to make it interactive. 



e. Encourage students to use non-verbal signals to agree or disagree.
f. Focus on Revoicing as students justify, clarify, and revise answers/strategies.
g. Repeat steps for each image.

3. Thank the students for their participation.

Math Routine: 
Quick Image Number Talk 

Anticipated Strategies Talk Moves Questions to elicit discourse 

See attached images 
labeled “Day 2”. on 
page 24

“Square A  is a half because 2 
parts of 4 are shaded.  Square 
B is not a half because an 
equal part is not shaded…” 

Talk Move: Revoicing 
Model and practice repeating 
all or part of exactly what a 
student has said during 
sharing. 

Prompts: 
● “What I heard you say
was....” 
● “You said...”

How did you solve it? 

Who saw it a different way? 

Who can revoice what ___ 
said? 

Who has a question for ___? 

Day 3 Objectives: Continue the “Norms for Establishing a Growth Mindset”. Review non-verbal signals. 
Facilitate Math Routine: Skip Counting Number Talk. Introduce Math Talk Move: Restating. 

****Prior to this lesson please watch an example of “My Favorite NO”: 
https://www.mindsetkit.org/topics/celebrate-mistakes/downloadable-activity-ideas 

Growth Mindset Mini-Lesson:  Continue Establishing Positive Norms for Math Class (Jo Boaler) 
1. Add the new norm to your chart from Day 2: Mistakes are valuable.
2. Show YouCubed video “WIM 2 Day 2: https://vimeo.com/178096214
3. Discuss the norm:

a. Mistakes grow your brain!
b. It’s good to struggle and make mistakes.

4. Implement the  “My Favorite NO” activity:
a. Project Problem- A florist divided 147 roses into bunches of 6. She had some roses left

over, so she combined them with carnations to get a total of 6 flowers. How many
carnations did she use? Answer: 3

b. Students solve the problem on notecards.
c. Collect and sort through the cards to find your “Favorite NO”.
d. Discuss work:

i. Who can explain the strategy?
ii. What’s correct about the work?

iii. What mistakes do you see?
iv. Why do you think the mistakes were made?
v. What questions could you ask to help someone recognize and correct their mistake?

Math Routine: Skip Counting, Restating 

1. Review non-verbal signals.
2. Inform students that today’s Math Routine: Skip Counting is a chance to see patterns and increase

fluency.

Daily Routine: The First 100 Days-Decimals and Fractions       
Use the flipchart to keep track of the decimal/fraction of the day and to make it interactive. 
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3. Follow the Skip Counting format:
a. Begin counting by powers of ten starting at 1/100 (also show in decmial form when recording .01) 

and count up to 1,000,000. (put the decimal where it belongs on each number). 
b. Record fractions & decimals as the class says them together. 
c. Call on students to share and discuss patterns they see.
d. Focus on Restating as students justify, clarify, and revise answers/strategies.

4. Thank the students for their participation.

Math Routine: 
Skip Counting Number Talk 

Anticipated Strategies Talk Moves Questions to elicit discourse 

Skip Counting by powers of 
ten starting at 1/100 (or 
1/1000 if you want) and 
count up to 1,000,000. (put 
the decimal where it belongs 
on each number). 

Also record in decimal form

Patterns: 
I notice the numbers 
getting ten times larger. 

Location of the decimal

When we get beyond 1, 
one more zero is added

Talk Move: Restating 
Model and practice restating in 
your own words, what another 
student has shared. 

Prompts: 
● “So you’re saying that…”
● “Do you mean”

What do you notice? 

What patterns do you see? 

Predict what the next number will 
be.  How do you know? 

Who noticed another pattern? 

Who can restate what ___ said? 
Who has a question for ___? 

Day 4 Objectives: Continue the “Norms for Establishing a Growth Mindset”. Review non-verbal signals. 
Facilitate Math Routine: Skip Counting Number Talk. Review Math Talk Move: Restating. 

Growth Mindset Mini-Lesson:  Continue Establishing Positive Norms for Math Class (Jo Boaler) 
1. Add the new norm to your chart from Day 2: Questions are really important!
2. Watch the Video on Asking the Right Questions  https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=kFVcpzSHuDw
3. Discuss the norm:

a. Questions are welcome here!  Don’t be afraid to ask questions.
b. Questions are linked to high achievement.
c. We don’t have to have all the answers.
d. Asking questions leads to greater understanding.

4. Three Act Task- https://gfletchy.com/arraybow-of-colors
5. Follow the directions on the linked page for how to do a Three-Act task. There is also a link under

the county's website with more information and videos on how to complete on.

Math Routine: Skip Counting, Restating 
1. Review non-verbal signals.
2. Inform students that today’s Math Routine: Skip Counting is a chance to see patterns and increase

fluency.
3. Follow the Skip Counting format:

Daily Routine: The First 100 Days-Decimals and Fractions       
Use the flipchart to keep track of the decimal/fraction of the day and to make it interactive. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFVcpzSHuDw
https://gfletchy.com/arraybow-of-colors/
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a. Begin counting by 1/3’s to 18/3.
b. Record fractions as the class says them together. (Start a new row after 3/3, 6/3, 9/3, and 12/3)
c. Call on students to share and discuss patterns they see.
d. Focus on Restating as students justify, clarify, and revise answers/strategies.

4. Thank the students for their participation.

Math Routine: 
Skip Counting Number Talk 

Anticipated Strategies Talk Moves Questions to elicit discourse 

Skip Counting by 
Fractions: Count by 
thirds starting at ⅓ and 
ending at 18/3. Teacher 
records fractions as 
students say them. Once 
fractions are on board or 
chart, discuss and note 
patterns and other 
discoveries. 

1/3, 2/3, 3/3, 4/3, 5/3, 6/3 

Patterns: 
Ends equal 1, 2, 3… 

Talk Move: Restating 
Model and practice restating in 
your own words, what another 
student has shared. 

Prompts: 
● “So you’re saying that…”
● “Do you mean”

What do you notice? 

What patterns do you see? 

Predict what the next number 
will be.  How do you know? 

Who noticed another pattern? 

Who can restate what ___ 
said? 

Who has a question for ___? 

Day 5 Objectives: Continue the” Norms for Establishing a Growth Mindset”. Review non-verbal signals. 
 Introduce Math Talk Move: Reasoning. 

Growth Mindset Mini-Lesson:  Continue Establishing Positive Norms for Math Class (Jo Boaler) 
1. Add the new norm to your chart from Day 2: Math is about creativity and making sense.
2. Watch YouCubed video: “WIM 1 Day 2”  https://vimeo.com/126647645
3. Discuss the norm:

a. It takes time to make sense of math.
b. Math can be solved in creative ways.
c. Visual patterns are everywhere in math.
d. Unique patterns and solutions are interesting to discuss.

Daily Routine: The First 100 Days-Decimals and Fractions       
Use the flipchart to keep track of the decimal/fraction of the day and to make it interactive. 

Geometry Day:

Where's Poly Activity  Click for link

http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Where%E2%80%99s-Poly.pptx
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Day 6 Objectives: Continue “Norms for Establishing a Growth Mindset”.  
. Review Math Talk Move: Reasoning. 

Growth Mindset Mini-Lesson:  Continue Establishing Positive Norms for Math Class (Jo Boaler) 
1. Add the new norm to your chart from Day 2: Math is about connections and communicating.
2. Video - Strategies for making math:   https://www.youcubed.org/resources/strategies-learning-

mathematics-video/

Have manipulatives you have shown previously ready for students to grab whatever manipulative 
they gravitate towards. You may decide to introduce a math journal or whiteboards. Remember the 
goal is for students to make sense of the problem, not for you to tell them. 

Explain format for POD's Upside-Down Teaching (You do, We do, I do). Explain expectations for each 
part of the POD.  Use the problem below (Taken from the first slide of the POD August flipchart) 

Paco wanted to make a frame for a rectangular plaque that measures 7 inches by 10 inches. He 
bought 34 one-inch cubes to glue around the outside edge of the plaque. He had not glued all the 
way around the plaque when he had used all his cubes. What went wrong? Answer: He forgot to buy 
cubes for the four corners. (this problem is good for introducing expectations for maniuplatives)

Have the problem on the board and read it out loud using the three reads method. 

Have students use their manipulatives and/or math journals or whiteboards to jot their thoughts down 
and try their best to solve the equation. As you walk around, encourage students to use manipulatives 
and draw their thinking.  Have students turn and talk about their methods. You choose a couple to 
share with the class-manipulative, drawings, equations

  Introduce Daily Math Routine: Problem of the Day 

Daily Routine: The First 100 Days-Decimals and Fractions       
Use the flipchart to keep track of the decimal/fraction of the day and to make it interactive. 
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Day 7 Objectives: Continue “Norms for Establishing a Growth Mindset”.  
ntroduce Math Talk Move: Adding On. 

Growth Mindset Mini-Lesson:  Continue Establishing Positive Norms for Math Class (Jo Boaler) 
1. Add the new norm to your chart from Day 2: Depth is more important than speed.
2. Video - Speed is not important:   https://vimeo.com/178104882
3. Discuss the norm:

a. Being the first one done is not always a good thing.
b. Mathematical thinking is about depth not speed.
c. Mathematical discussions will not be led by the fastest students.

4. Discuss personal stories of when learning took time and perseverance.

Problem of the Day

Review expectations and procedures for problem of the day that were introduced on day 5. Introduce the problem 
below and continue with the Upside Down teaching method (you do, we do (turn and talk), I do). 
Use the "Three Reads method". 

Use Task 1 from the August POD flipchart:

Daily Routine: The First 100 Days-Decimals and Fractions       
Use the flipchart to keep track of the decimal/fraction of the day and to make it interactive. 
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Day 8 Objectives: Continue “Norms for Establishing a Growth Mindset”.   Introduce Math Talk 
Move: Turn and Talk. 

Growth Mindset Mini-Lesson:  Continue Establishing Positive Norms for Math Class (Jo Boaler) 
1. Add the new norm to your chart from Day 2: Math is about learning, not performing.
2. Watch video - With Math I can: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=sLPFaOvhlKw
3. Discuss the norm:

a. Math is about learning not just getting math answers right.
b. Math takes time.
c. Math takes effort.

4. Discuss what is going on in our brain when we have a fixed/growth mindset.
5. Distribute the brain handout (See appendix).
6. Decorate one side of the brain with fixed mindset statements and symbols.
7. Decorate one side of the brain with growth mindset statements and symbols.
8. Share and display.

Problem of the Day

Review expectations and procedures for problem of the day that were introduced on day 5. Introduce the problem 
below and continue with the Upside Down teaching method (you do, we do (turn and talk), I do). 
Use the "Three Reads method". 

Use Task 3 from the August POD flipchart:

Daily Routine: The First 100 Days-Decimals and Fractions       
Use the flipchart to keep track of the decimal/fraction of the day and to make it interactive. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLPFaOvhlKw
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Day 9 Objectives: Growth Mindset Self-Reflction.  
Introduce Math Talk Move: Wait Time. 

Growth Mindset Mini-Lesson:  Growth Mindset Self-Reflection 
Watch Video - Do you have a Growth Mindset:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2ttL1kgZRk
1. Students reflect on their mindsets using the mindset self-reflection (in the appendix)

a. Odd-numbered statements = fixed mindset
b. Even-numbered statement = growth mindset

2. Evaluating the self-reflection.
3. What do you notice about your self-reflection. In what areas can you grow to have a more open

way of thinking?

Problem of the Day

Review expectations and procedures for problem of the day that were introduced on day 5. Introduce the problem 
below and continue with the Upside Down teaching method (you do, we do (turn and talk), I do). 
Use the "Three Reads method". 

Use the first expressions POD from the August flipchart. 

Daily Routine: The First 100 Days-Decimals and Fractions       
Use the flipchart to keep track of the decimal/fraction of the day and to make it interactive. 
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Day 10 Objectives: Reflect on Growth Mindset. 
Review Math Talk Move: Wait Time. 

Growth Mindset Mini-Lesson:  Write Up on Growth Mindset 
1. Review the Fixed vs. Growth Mindset Poster from Day 1.
2. Watch Video -  https://youtu.be/EZ9nWGFRrcM

3. Review the “Our Math Class Norms” chart.
4. Have students write about a specific action they will take toward building their growth mindset.

a. Think of a goal.
b. What challenges might they encounter?
c. What are the ways they can persevere?

5. Ask for volunteers to share.

Problem of the Day

Have students complete the "Naming Quadrilaterals" activity by clicking here or downloading 
it from our "Geometry " page on the county website. 
Students can just draw two different quadrilaterals instead of making one shape have 4 
congruent sides. Have students trade papers and critique each others' work.  

Daily Routine: The First 100 Days-Decimals and Fractions       
Use the flipchart to keep track of the decimal/fraction of the day and to make it interactive. 

http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/naming-quadrilaterals.pdf
http://math.sarasotacountyschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/naming-quadrilaterals.pdf
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Congratulations on completing “The First 10 Days of Math Class.” Please continue to 
implement daily math routines, facilitate math discourse using talk moves, and support 
growth mindsets. Math on! 

Appendix
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Day 1: Image 1 
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Day 1 Image 2 
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Day 1 Image 3 
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Day 2 Image 1
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Day 2 Image 2
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Day 2 Image 3
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Day 2 Image 4 



_______________________

Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
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Name: ___________ _ 

Growth and Fixed Mindsets Self-Assessment 

Directions: Read each statement and decide if it is TRUE or FALSE for you. Circle 

your answer. 

1. If I have to work hard at something, it means that I'm not smart. TRUE or FALSE

2. I like to try new things that are hard. TRUE or FALSE 

3. When I make a mistake, I get embarrassed. TRUE or FALSE

4. I like to be told I'm smart. TRUE or FALSE

5. I usually quit when something gets difficult or frustrating. TRUE or FALSE 

6. I don't mind making mistakes. They help me learn. TRUE or FALSE 

7. There are some things I'll never be good at. TRUE or FALSE 

8. Anyone can learn something if they work hard at it. TRUE or FALSE

9. People are born average or smart, and can't change it. TRUE or FALSE

10. Doing my best makes me proud, even if it's not perfect. TRUE or FALSE 

How many of the odd- numbered statements did you think were true? ___ _ 

How many of the even-numbered statements did you think were true? ___ _ 
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Additional Resources 

Growth Mindset 
For Teachers 
Mathematical Mindsets 
https://www.youcubed.org/brain-science/ 

https://ww2.kqed.org/mindshift/2016/12/05/how-to-integrate-growth-mindset-messages-into-
every-part-of-math-class/ 

Celebrate Mistakes 
https://www.mindsetkit.org/topics/celebrate-mistakes 

Positive Norms for a Math Class 

http://www.youcubed.org/wp-content/uploads/Positive-Classroom-Norms2.pdf 

Believe in the Good 

http://believeinthegood1.blogspot.com/2016/08/resources-for-building-your-

math.html 

What if you Don’t Teach Growth Mindset 

http://www.theteacherstudio.com/2017/07/teaching-growth-mindset.html?m=1 

For Students 
Class Dojo 
https://ideas.classdojo.com/b/growth-mindset 

Famous Failures  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLYECIjmnQs 

Mistakes: To Get Better You Gotta Get Ugly 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Nymq7IVFSE 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X18cQkKMlhs 

3rd grade Number Talk Lesson 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YV4o_U8K9aA 

Number String Lesson https://www.teachingchannel.org/blog/2017/03/03/tch-diy-math-
routines-3rd/?utm_source=newsletter20170304/ 

Other Math Routines 
Skip Counting 
http://www.mathcoachscorner.com/2014/04/skip-counting-it-aint-just-2s-5s-and-10s/ 

Number Strings, etc. 
http://www.sfusdmath.org/math-talks-resources.html 

Which One Does Not Belong? 
http://wodb.ca/ 

Estimation 180 
http://www.estimation180.com/ 

Talk Moves 
Math Solutions Research 
http://www.mathsolutions.com/documents/9780941355537_ch2.pdf 

Math Talk Moves Bookmark 
http://www.montgomeryschoolsmd.org/uploadedFiles/schools/shriveres/staff/fivetalkmoves
bookmark.pdf 

Improving Student Participation with Talk Moves video 
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/student-participation-strategy 

Pinterest for chart ideas 
https://www.pinterest.com/explore/math-talk-moves/?lp=true 
https://www.pinterest.com/mathmachinemomma/ 

Number Talks 
Introduce the Number Talk Lesson 
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